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INC: WATER-POWERED DRYER FOR LATEX PRINTERS

Water‐powered dryer for Latex printers
Abstract
Sustainability is one of the hot topics of this decade. Latex inks are a great example of sustainable printing
technology, but the energy used by the dryer can be optimized to reduce the consumption. Today most
of the dryers use hot‐air, and the energy comes from resistors. The idea is to use a hybrid system to dry
the Latex ink thermal energy that comes from hot water solar panels, with additional resistor‐based dryers
used only as additional power source in case of cloudy or nightly working hours. The system can be
centralized in a printing plant to serve a fleet of multiple printers, thru a solar panel array.

Description
Energy consumption of Latex printers is high because the resistor‐based dryer. Hot air at very controlled
temperature (around 40‐70 degrees Celsius) is necessary to properly drying inks after the printing process.
The idea is to use hybrid radiators that can warm the conveyed air using mainly hot water that comes
from an external circuit connected to a solar panel array in the roof of the building. In sunny days water
is warmed by solar panels, and the radiators will pre‐warm the environment air to a value very close to
the desired temperature set point. The electrical‐powered module of the radiator will add the final energy
to achieve the right temperature, using only a fraction (estimated around 10‐20%) of the current
traditional resistor‐based drying system. The solution allows a farm of Latex printers to share the hot
water that comes from solar panel array, increasing the efficiency and the total running cost of printers.
Looking more into details, the system is composed by a solar panel array, a hot water circuit, one or more
Latex printers, a new hybrid radiator for each printer.
A. The solar panel array, also called solar water heating (SWH) system, is
heating water by sunlight using a solar thermal collector. Usually is an
array of more solar panels (collectors) connected to a tank that allow
protection for overheating. In a temperate climate area, they can
produce around 2‐4 kWh/day per square meter, that means increasing Figure 1 ‐ Solar panel
water temperature of around +17 deg.C. In tropical climate scenario array or solar water
they can deliver 4‐8 kWh/day and +33 deg.C of water temperature heating
increase. Those values are enough to warm the radiator of the printer.
B. The hot water circuit brings the hot water from the roof top of the factory to the
printers (see Figure 3)
C. Latex printers need to be modified implementing a hybrid radiator that can be
made by water modules (around 70% of surface) and resistor modules (around
30% of surface). Environmental air is blown into the radiator and the output air is
warmed to the desired set point, modulating both water supply and electrical
Figure 2 ‐ Example of
resistors with servo electronic logic.
radiator
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Figure 3 ‐ Solar panel/collector, intermediate tank, hot water distribution to a printer fleet
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